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ABSTRACT: Understanding resource use and selection has been central to many studies of ungulate ecology. Global positioning satellite (GPS) collars, remote sensing, and geographic information systems (GIS) now make it easier to examine variation in use and selection by individuals. Resource selection functions, however, are commonly developed for global (all animals pooled) models and important information on individual variability may be lost. Using data from 14 female moose (Alces alces) collared in the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area of northern British Columbia, we examined differences among global and individual resource selection models for 5 seasons (winter, late winter, calving, summer, and fall). The global models indicated that moose selected for mid-elevations, and for deciduous burns and Carex sedge areas in all seasons. Resource selection models for individuals, however, indicated that no individuals selected the same attributes as the global models. We also examined selection ratios among seasons with individual moose as replicates, and within individuals with bootstrapping techniques. We discuss the importance of considering individual variation in defining resource selection and habitat use by moose and contrast the results of selection ratios and resource selection models. We also use these data to illustrate some of the pitfalls that can be encountered using the 2 methodologies.
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To better inform management strategies, wildlife research has long focused on understanding use of habitats and, when combined with the availability of resources, what animals select and avoid on the landscape. Early studies using radio telemetry examined population-level habitat selection (e.g., Neu et al. 1974, reviewed by Thomas and Taylor 1990) usually concentrating specifically on habitat types (reviewed by Alldredge and Griswold 2006). The availability of global positioning satellite (GPS) collars and advances in remote sensing and geographic information systems (GIS) now enable researchers to more easily examine variation in selection among individuals (Thomas and Taylor 1990, 2006).

Numerous recent studies on selection by ungulates including moose (e.g., Osko et al. 2004, Dussault et al. 2005, Poole and Stuart-Smith 2005, 2006, Poole et al. 2007) have used resource selection functions (RSF, sensu Boyce and McDonald 1999, Boyce et al. 2002, Manly et al. 2002), although other multivariate approaches have also been employed (Nikula et al. 2004). The RSF models provide a broad-scale perspective of general selection patterns on the landscape (Boyce and McDonald 1999, Manly et al. 2002). They also accommodate any type of habitat variables (categorical and continuous) and easily incorporate spatial data acquired from GIS or remote sensing (Boyce and McDonald 1999).

Our best understanding of variation in resource selection by ungulates comes from study designs in which use and availability of resources are measured for individual animals...
GPS locations can provide relatively accurate estimates of use by ungulates (but see D’Eon et al. 2002, Frair et al. 2004). Multiple assumptions, however, are inherent in estimating resource availability for individual animals. Various studies have assumed that random points drawn from the landscape or on an overlay of all home ranges (e.g., Poole and Stuart-Smith 2006), from individual home ranges (e.g., Nielson et al. 2002, Gillies et al. 2006), from a buffer of potential movement radius (e.g., Arthur et al. 1996), or from a radius of movement between consecutive fixes (i.e., matched-case; e.g., Johnson et al. 2002) constitute a sample of individual resource availability. When availability is estimated for all animals as a group (Design II in Thomas and Taylor 2006), or when individuals are combined (pooled) in the analysis of data, an estimate of variation in individual selection potentially is lost.

Despite wide use of RSFs, there continues to be debate about their appropriateness (i.e., Keating and Cherry 2004, but see Johnson et al. 2006). Thomas and Taylor (2006) identified several problems with researchers not meeting the statistical assumptions of selection modeling, but the main concerns include pooling of unequal sample sizes when individual animals are combined into global models, and a variety of issues around the estimation of unused points. Some of the statistical concerns regarding selection models are difficult for researchers to accommodate. For example, the inherent attributes of telemetry (mortality, premature collar failure, fix-acquisition bias) are problematic because researchers should exclude animals or fixes in analyses (i.e., throw away data) in order to balance a sample design before building global models. Until new statistical techniques emerge in the literature, however, RSFs will continue to be used by wildlife biologists. Understanding selection of habitat attributes, in addition to measures of habitat use only, allows for a better understanding of the relative values of specific habitats in different landscapes.

While studying resource selection by moose in northern British Columbia, we observed that many individual collared animals completely avoided specific habitats. This avoidance may have occurred because of low animal densities or juxtaposition of particular habitats within seasonal ranges, but also because of avoidance of specific attributes such as low forage availability or predation risk (Gillingham and Parker 2008). The avoided habitats differed among individual moose such that when taken as a group, all available habitats were used by some collared animals in all seasons. In statistical modeling of resource selection, habitats that are completely (or nearly always) avoided must be dropped from individual resource selection models because of issues of complete, or near-complete separation (i.e., no or very low use of some levels of categorical variables). Simpler analytical techniques such as selection ratios (Manly et al. 2002) are not subject to the same constraints, but they cannot deal with continuous variables such as elevation and distance to specific features.

To highlight the potential importance of individual variation in moose behaviour and selection, we constructed both individual and global RSF models and contrasted the results. As a baseline for habitat selection, we also examined individual and pooled selection ratios for collared moose in different seasons. We suggest that some of the biological information that may be lost in pooling animals warrants equal consideration with some of the statistical arguments that apply to the study of resource selection.

**STUDY AREA**

The study area was located between 57°11’ and 57°15’ N, and 121°51’ and 124°31’ W, south of the Prophet River and including the Besa River, within the Muskwa Ranges and Rocky Mountain Foothills. It covered a total
area of ~740,887 ha within the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area (MKMA) in northern British Columbia. The Besa-Prophet study area is characterized by numerous east-west drainages and south-facing slopes. The underlying sedimentary rock formations are folded and faulted, and as is common along the eastern slopes of the Rockies, potentially contain significant oil and gas reserves. At this time there is relatively little access into the Besa-Prophet region other than several permanent outfitter camps and 1 government-designated, all-terrain vehicle trail. The majority of human activity occurs during the summer and fall with the start of hunting seasons; some snowmobile activity occurs during winter.

There are primarily 3 biogeoclimatic zones in the Besa-Prophet study area: boreal white and black spruce (Picea glauca and P. mariana) at lower elevations, spruce-willow-birch (Salix spp., Betula glandulosa) at mid-elevations (~1300-1600 m), and alpine tundra above ~1600 m (Meidinger and Pojar 1991). Valleys at ~800-1300 m are lined with white spruce, some lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta) and trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides) on dry sites, and black spruce, willow-birch communities on poorly drained sites. There also are slopes that have been burned by the British Columbia Ministry of Environment and local guide outfitters to enhance ungulate populations, primarily Stone’s sheep (Ovis dalli stonei). The spruce-willow-birch zone of the subalpine area is characterized by an abundance of willow and scrub birch, as well as some balsam fir (Abies lasiocarpa) and white spruce often in krummholz form, and various grasses, sedges, and fescues (Festuca spp.). Alpine areas consist of permanent snowfields, rock, mat vegetation, and grasslands (Demarchi 1996).

**METHODS**

Fifteen adult female moose were fitted with GPS collars (GTX, Advanced Telemetry Systems, Isanti, MN) in March 2003. Collars were programmed to record locations every 6 hours for a 1-year sampling period. We defined 5 seasons that were distinguished by biological and ecological characteristics for our analyses of habitat selection by moose: winter (1 November–28 February) that corresponded to the formation of sex-specific groups following rut; late winter (1 March–15 May) when movement rates were lowest (Gillingham and Parker, unpublished); calving (16 May–15 June) when parturient females became solitary and the onset of plant greening occurred; summer (16 June–15 August) from plant green-up through peak vegetation biomass to the start of plant senescence; and fall (16 August–31 October) when senescence of vegetation occurred, males and females formed mixed sex groups, and females came into estrus.

**RSF Model Inputs**

**Vegetation Classification** – The vegetation classification system for the Besa-Prophet study area was developed using remote-sensing imagery and 227 field training sites (Lay 2005). Fifteen general vegetation associations were classified with a 2001 Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper (TM) image with 25-m resolution. We amalgamated several of these associations into 10 habitat classes to ensure that we had sufficient samples sizes for our analyses and an overall classification accuracy of >80%. Classes were lumped according to similarity of vegetation and elevation, and associations relevant to moose (Table 1). The 2 burn classes may also include some other small disturbed areas such as avalanche chutes, which could not be distinguished separately with remote-sensing imagery.

We used the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) derived from Landsat TM and Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM) to describe seasonal changes in vegetation (model described in Gustine et al. 2006a). The TM (4 June and 22 July 2001) and ETM (15 August 2001) images were used as a measure of vegetation biomass (June, July, and August)
and vegetation quality (change in NDVI from June to July and from July to August). We assumed that the vegetation classes and relative differences in biomass and quality among classes were comparable among years in our study area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Habitat Class</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-vegetated</td>
<td>Rock and rock habitats; permanent snowfields or glaciers and water bodies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Elymus</em> burn</td>
<td>Recently burned and open disturbed sites dominated by <em>Elymus innovatus</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciduous burn</td>
<td>Older burned and disturbed areas containing <em>Populus tremuloides</em> and <em>Populus balsamifera</em> shrubs (&lt;2 m) and trees (≥2 m).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subalpine</td>
<td>Deciduous shrubs ≥1600 m in elevation; and spruce-shrub transition zone at middle to upper elevations with white and hybrid spruce (<em>Picea glauca</em> and <em>P. glauca x engelmanni</em>), and dominated by birch and willow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stunted spruce</td>
<td>Low productivity sites often on north-facing slopes with <em>Picea glauca</em> of limited tree height and percent cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine-spruce</td>
<td>White and hybrid spruce-dominated communities; and lodgepole pine-dominated communities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riparian</td>
<td>Low-elevation, wet areas with black (<em>Picea mariana</em>) and hybrid spruce; often with standing water in spring and summer; exposed gravel bars adjacent to rivers and creeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpine</td>
<td>Dry alpine tundra habitat ≥1600 m characterized by <em>Dryas</em> spp.; and wet alpine tundra habitat ≥1600 m dominated by <em>Cassiope</em> spp. and sedge (<em>Carex</em> spp.) meadows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low shrub</td>
<td>Deciduous shrubs &lt;1600 m dominated by birch and willow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Carex</em></td>
<td>Wetland meadows dominated by sedges (<em>Carex</em> spp.) at elevations &lt;1600 m, with intermittent <em>Salix</em> shrubs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other GIS Inputs – We obtained elevation, slope, and aspect layers from a digital elevation model (DEM) in the 1:20,000 British Columbia Terrain and Resource Inventory Management program (British Columbia Ministry of Crown Lands 1990). To minimize issues of perfect separation between used and available points, we modeled aspect as 2 continuous variables (i.e., northness and eastness; Roberts 1986); we did not assign an aspect to pixels with a slope ≤1°. Northness (the cosine of aspect) values of 1.00 and -1.00 suggest selection for north and south aspects, respectively, whereas values near 0.00 suggest selection for east and west aspects. Eastness (the sine of aspect) values show selection for east (i.e., 1.00) and west (i.e., -1.00) aspects; values of 0.00 show selection for northern/southern exposures.

We also defined potential risk of predation to moose using resource selection functions with logistic regression models by season from GPS-collared wolves (*Canis lupus*) and grizzly bears (*Ursus arctos*) in the Besa-Prophet area (details of predator models are in Gustine et al. 2006a, b, Walker et al. 2007). Grizzly bears and wolves are assumed to be the most significant, large mammalian predators in the Muskwa-Kechika Management Area (Bergerud and Elliott 1998). The predation-risk models included slope, aspect, elevation, habitat class, fragmentation (an index of vegetation diversity), and distance to linear features (e.g., seismic lines). We generated a risk surface to define which areas have the highest selection values for grizzly bears or wolves in each season by applying the coefficients from models to each 25 x 25-m pixel in the Besa-Prophet, based on its topographic and vegetation features. We scaled values from 0 to 1 to standardize selection surfaces, and then assumed that the risk of predation to moose from grizzly bears and wolves was directly related to selection values from the RSFs of those species.
Determining Use and Availability

GPS locations from telemetered moose were screened for fix quality (points with Positional Dilution of Precision >25 were dropped) and for improbable fixes (Spatial Viewer, unpublished Visual Basic program; M. P. Gillingham). To determine availability of resources for individual animals, we used all movement rates from consecutive 6-hour GPS fixes for each animal in a season, and determined the 95th percentile distance traveled during 6 hours. Our reasoning was that 95% of the time an animal typically moves within this movement potential (Arthur et al. 1996). The movement potential, therefore, generally represents how far an animal could have moved and the movements shorter than the potential represent choices that the animal made. The remaining 5% of movements included longer distances traveled during a 6-hour period within a season and were likely evoked by less common conditions (e.g., migratory movements and transitional movements prior to calving; Gustine et al. 2006a, 2006b). A circular buffer with the corresponding 95th percentile radius was then placed around each GPS location (used point) and we randomly selected 5 points from that area to represent availability. The circular buffer was defined by distance only and did not exclude physical constraints or barriers to movements such as cliffs. Nonetheless, we believe this is a better representation of what was available in the vicinity of the moose versus selecting points from a very large minimum convex polygon (MCP) of home-range size or a kernel based on density of use.

To examine possible issues of lack of independence among animals (e.g., 2 or more collared animals spending large amount of time in close proximity), we calculated the minimum distance between every collared animal whenever a location was obtained. Finally, we checked to ensure that no 2 points were used twice and that there was no overlap between used and available points (Manly et al. 2002). We then used a raster GIS (Imageworks XPACE; PCI Geomatics Corp. 2001) to query attributes in all GIS layers for used and random points. We did not consider the used and available points to be matched (i.e., case-controlled) because buffers for random points were selected based on seasonal movement potential and not the distance moved from the last fix (i.e., we used a Design III rather than a Design IV; Thomas and Taylor 2006).

Resource Selection Modeling

We developed 11 a priori, ecologically plausible models (Table 2) to describe resource selection in an information theoretic framework using Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC; Burnham and Anderson 2002), and evaluated the relative importance of each of the variables in the models using selection coefficients (β) from logistic regression. We used tolerance scores (threshold of <0.20) to assess all model variables for collinearity, which can inflate selection coefficients and error terms (Menard 2002). The same suite of models was used for individual moose and all moose (pooled data), but not all models were run in all seasons (i.e., no risk of predation by bears during hibernation; some variables were dropped because of collinearity in models; Table 2).

We ranked the suite of models using AIC values corrected for small sample size (AICc; Burnham and Anderson 2002) and then validated all top models for individuals and pooled animals using k-fold, cross-validation (Boyce et al. 2002) and an averaged Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. Within each model set (i.e., by individual and season), we calculated Akaike weights (wij), which are an estimate of the relative weight of evidence that the top model is the best within a model set. In cases for which there was not a single model with wij ≥0.95, we considered competing models until the sum of wij was ≥0.95 (Burnham and Anderson 2002). For each model set, the selection coefficients (β) in competing models
were averaged based on their relative $w_i$. All statistical analyses were run in STATA (version 9.2; StataCorp 2006) and we used the add-in Desmat (Hendrickx 1999) for deviation coding of categorical variables.

Logistic regression models do not provide reliable estimates if there is either complete or near-complete separation (few cases of presence or absence) in levels of categorical variables (Menard 2002). In our study, this occurred whenever individual moose completely avoided an available habitat or used it very infrequently in a season. To avoid issues of separation, for each individual we dropped both used and available points in habitats for which either use or available points were rare (i.e., <5 points). Therefore, strong avoidance of an available habitat by individual moose is not reflected in the final individual resource selection functions if that avoidance was complete or near-complete. Estimates of variation around selection for both individual and global models were obtained directly from fitting logistic regressions.

### Selection Ratios

Because we dropped several habitat classes for each moose in our RSF modeling, we also calculated selection ratios (Manly et al. 2002) so that rarely used habitats were not ignored in our analyses. We took the ratio of used (GPS locations) to available (random) points; available habitat types were divided by 5 (because we chose 5 random points per fix) before calculating each ratio. Each individual moose was treated as a replicate and selection ratios by habitat class were averaged across individual animals within each season.

To compare selection ratios to the $\beta$ coefficients from the individual RSF models, we estimated variation in selection ratios for each individual by bootstrapping the used and available points. For each animal and season, we randomly selected 100 replicates; in each rep-
licate 80% of the available used points (along with their corresponding random available points) were sampled. These data were then used to estimate a within-animal and season variance for each selection ratio.

RESULTS

We obtained 14,534 GPS locations from 14 of the collared moose. The fix rates (i.e., the number of GPS fixes recorded as a percentage of the number of attempted GPS fixes) averaged 76.7 ± 0.03% (\(\bar{X} \pm SE\), range among individuals = 56-90%). Animals were assumed to be independent. Average distances between individuals at any one point in time ranged from 8.6 km in late winter to 12.2 km in summer, with a maximum value of 54.5 km between individuals during fall. Closest locations among collared animals also occurred in fall, but fewer than 1.3% of locations were within 250 m and <1.9% were within 500 m of another collared individual.

There was relatively good agreement in the signs of significant selection coefficients for continuous variables when individual and global models were compared (Table 3). In no seasons, however, did the sign of the coefficients that were significant in the individual models correspond completely with significant attributes in the global model. For example, moose appeared to always select for mid-elevations (positive linear term and negative quadratic term) based on global models, but this was reversed for at least 1 individual animal during both the calving and winter seasons. Given that there were 14 individual models for each season (except in winter when \(n = 12\)), many of the significant global coefficients corresponded to similar selection in less than half of the individual models (Table 3). Individual variation in selection associated with the continuous variables also indicated that there were several parameters that were significant in some individual models that were not supported by the global models. For example, slope was important in 9 of the 14 individual summer models, but there was no significant selection for slope in the global summer model.

Pooling of animals to build the global seasonal models resulted in RSF models in which all habitat classes were included (Fig. 1). Table 3: Comparison of significant selection coefficients by season for continuous variables from individual and global (all animals) resource selection models for 14 female moose in the Besa-Prophet area of northern British Columbia. For each season, the number under the + indicates the number of individual final models that showed significant selection for that parameter; the number under the – indicates the number of individuals that significantly avoided that attribute. The significant \(\hat{\beta}\) coefficients in each seasonal global model for all animals are shown under ‘All’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Calving</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Fall</th>
<th>Winter^1</th>
<th>Late Winter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elev (km)</td>
<td>7 1</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>10 0</td>
<td>30.15</td>
<td>7 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elev (km^2)</td>
<td>1 7</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0 10</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope</td>
<td>1 6</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>1 8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northness</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastness</td>
<td>1 0</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf Risk</td>
<td>1 2</td>
<td>2 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear Risk</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomass</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td>1 3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>2 1</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^1 Only 12 animals were used in the winter models because of collar failure.
Even though all habitat classes were available to all moose, individual animals frequently avoided habitat classes such that those classes could not be included in individual models. In winter, 2 moose used all 10 habitat classes, but in all other seasons each of the collared moose completely avoided at least 1 habitat class. As many as 7 (calving and fall), 6 (late winter and summer), and 4 (winter) habitats were dropped from all analyses because of near-complete separation for individual animals. The global models were able to incorporate all habitat classes without issues of complete separation, but there were no ‘average’ individuals in our sample that exhibited this habitat selection. Because many of the individuals completely avoided the same habitat classes in a given season, inference in the global seasonal models for some habitat classes was actually based on as few as 1 - 3 individuals.

The global RSF models suggested selection for, and avoidance of, many more habitat classes than did the selection ratios (Fig. 1A and 1B), in part because of the small sample sizes for the selection ratios (number of individuals). Most habitat classes that were identified as important by the selection ratios, however, were also important in the RSF models, with the exception of Subalpine and Riparian habitats during calving, and Stunted spruce, Pine-spruce, and Riparian habitats during fall (Fig. 1). There were no instances in which a habitat that was significantly selected in the RSF models or selection ratios was significantly avoided in the other.

Although the bootstrapped estimates of individual selection ratios were only an approximation of selection, they were not nearly as affected by near-complete avoidance of specific habitat classes in particular seasons as RSF models were (i.e., selection ratios could be computed as long as there was at least some use of a habitat type; Table 4). Because of the large number of habitat classes that were dropped from the RSF modeling due to separation issues, the majority of individual RSF models for moose did not show strong selection or avoidance of any habitats ($n = 14$ models in all seasons except winter for which $n = 12$; Table 4: RSF $\beta+$ and $\beta–$). In contrast, the bootstrapped estimates of selection ratios provided much stronger evidence of selection and avoidance of most habitat classes in most seasons (although these estimates were not being corrected for the continuous variables that also were incorporated in the RSF models). For example, selection ratios indicated that twice as many individual moose selected for Subalpine in summer and against Alpine in fall as when determined by RSF models. In the
Table 4. Comparison of significant categorical habitat classes using selection coefficients (β) from individual resource selection (RSF) models and individual bootstrapped selection ratios (SR; see text) for 14 female moose in the Besa-Prophet area of northern British Columbia. For each season, the number under the β+ indicates the number of individual final RSF models that showed selection for that parameter; the number under the β− indicates the number of individuals that avoided that attribute in RSF models. Similarly, R+ and R− correspond to the number of individuals that showed significant selection ratios for and against the habitat class, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Habitat</th>
<th>Calving</th>
<th>Summer</th>
<th>Fall</th>
<th>Winter¹</th>
<th>Late Winter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSF</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>RSF</td>
<td>SR</td>
<td>RSF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-vegetated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elymus burn</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deciduous burn</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subalpine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stunted spruce</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pine-spruce</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riparian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alpine</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low shrub</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carex</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
¹ Only 12 animals were used in the winter models because of collar failure.

extreme, 10 of 14 moose selected for Carex associations during calving when analyzed by selection ratios, yet no significant selection by any individual occurred in the RSF models.

**DISCUSSION**

Resource selection functions are a powerful tool for incorporating both continuous and categorical variables in studies of resource selection and they are widely used for many wildlife species. Our results, however, suggest that care should be taken in interpreting global (cross-animal) RSF models even when all of the statistical assumptions of the analyses are met. In particular, although most models are developed to make population-level inferences, the variation in individual selection may be important to researchers as well as to outcomes of global models. The work of Thomas and Taylor (1990) focused considerable attention on examining individual variation in selection (Design III) and led to the development of new methods of modeling resource selection (e.g., Manly et al. 2002), but many studies inherently avoid examining individual variation by building global models.

Recently, new analytical approaches allow for individual effects. Thomas et al. (2006), for example, presented a Bayesian random-effects model to assess resource selection. In addition, approaches for explicitly accounting for individual animals have been developed in discreet-choice models (e.g., Buskirk and Millspaugh 2006). These models provide simultaneous estimation of both individual- and population-level selection. Individual effects can also be included in more traditional RSF approaches (Gillies et al. 2006). There is a difference, however, between accounting for individual effects in models and examining important individual
differences in selection. We argue that the challenge (both statistical and methodological) is to understand what individual animals select and avoid. Although techniques are available for analyzing presence-only data (see Pearce and Boyce 2006), we cannot examine the choices animals make without comparing used and available points.

From a management perspective, there is a demand for global RSF models. In principle, global models derived from appropriately pooling data (see review of Thomas and Taylor 2006) from individuals should provide the average response of the population if the sample of individuals is representative of the selection strategies within the population. In addition, many studies of resource selection that use RSF models result in resource selection probability functions (RSPF; Manly et al. 2002) that are mapped as surfaces in a GIS. Despite some problems interpreting these surfaces (e.g., Keating and Cherry 2004), they can spatially and concisely depict the results of global models, but unfortunately without individual variation.

In our study, there was generally good agreement between global and individual models, although there were some important differences. In order to meet statistical assumptions, data were dropped for categorical (habitat class) variables, and in some cases, these necessary statistical procedures may have affected the biological interpretation of selection by moose on the landscape. Only the Pine-spruce habitat was used by all individuals in all seasons. When several individuals almost completely avoided a particular habitat class in a given season, inference in the global seasonal models was based on a few individuals and the resultant selection coefficients were sometimes misleading. For example, during late winter, use of Carex habitats by 11 of 14 female moose was so limited that Carex could not be included in individual models, even though it was almost completely avoided by those individuals. When all animal locations and habitat availability were incorporated, however, the global model for this season indicated that moose selected for Carex because of the behaviour of a few individuals. The same situation occurred in fall when only 4 moose used Carex habitats enough to be included in individual models, but again the global model indicated selection for Carex.

When comparing all animal-use locations to all available locations without regard to sample sizes per individual, the global model appears to be biologically misleading. In all, we recorded 5 instances for which at least half the moose avoided a habitat class so extensively that it had to be dropped from individual models, but the global model indicated selection for that class. In addition, there were 5 instances in which habitats were dropped for more than half of the moose, but for which selection coefficients in the global model did not indicate avoidance. There were also 6 season-habitat models for which more than half of the animals completely avoided the habitat, and the ‘correct’ conclusion was drawn from the RSF models because the remaining animals showed significant avoidance of those habitats even though that inference was being drawn from as few as 1 individual. It is important to note that selection by individuals reflects the choices that they have to draw from, which may include different seasonal range configurations separating foraging from resting areas, for example, or individual demands related to physiological condition. These differences among animals are real and, therefore, it is important to understand the variability within the population.

Selection ratios can be calculated from a single use point in a habitat class, unlike RSF selection coefficients, and seemingly may provide a better measure of habitat selection. They are also much simpler to calculate. Selection ratios and similar selection indices, however, can only accommodate use and avoidance of categorical variables (Alldredge and Griswold 2006), and the influence of continuous
variables is not incorporated. Theoretically, continuous variables such as elevation or slope could be partitioned into categories and then combinations of multiple categorical variables using selection ratios or similar indices could be assessed, but the interpretation of those results would be difficult. Therefore, in most cases researchers are probably dependent on analytical techniques that result in the exclusion of little-used habitat classes when examining the influence of both continuous and categorical variables on resource selection. In those instances when continuous variables such as slope, elevation, and aspect do not vary much on the landscape, selection ratios could be effective in quantifying selection of rarely used habitat classes.

We are not advocating the substitution of selection ratios for RSF modeling. We have used these ratios to demonstrate what information was lost by RSF models alone in this study. If managers and biologists are interpreting RSF coefficients as the average response of animals in a population, they should also examine use and availability to ensure that the responses of all individuals are reflected in the coefficients and their measures of variation. Categorical variables (e.g., habitat class) that are never or rarely used by individuals should be reported as measures of avoidance if those resources are available.

The purpose of our analyses was to show the extent and influence of individual variation in defining habitat selection by moose. These findings are from relatively few individuals (n = 14) from a relatively short period of time (1 year). They provide initial insights into habitat selection by moose in northern British Columbia, but more importantly, they appear to show a large range in variation among individuals. It is possible that with a GPS sampling rate of >4 fixes per day and over multiple years, fewer habitat classes would have been dropped in seasonal analyses, although the landscape of the Besa-Prophet area is spatially heterogeneous and animals could easily have used and had access to all habitat classes within our 1 year of measurements. Longer-term data sets would certainly lend themselves to more robust RSF analyses even though year effects might be introduced. Within-individual variation probably also occurred in response to reproductive status (e.g., with or without a calf) and age, both of which can influence habitat selection in relation to nutritional demands and predation risk (e.g., Bowyer et al. 1999). Unfortunately, we did not have exact age and reproductive information for the GPS-collared animals in this study. Nonetheless, if the individual variation that we observed within these few animals was representative of many more animals at the population level, knowledge of the different selection strategies should be important to wildlife biologists and managers. Our findings indicate that these strategies may be masked using global selection models.

In this study, the acquisition rates of the collars were low and may reflect features of the terrain (D’Eon et al. 2002, Frair et al. 2004), vegetation (Rempel et al. 1995, D’Eon et al. 2002), or leaf cover (Dussault et al. 1999, D’Eon 2003). The habitat class that would likely have the poorest signal attenuation would be the Pine-spruce habitat, but it was the only habitat in which use was recorded for all animals. We do not know which habitat classes may have been under-represented in our samples. By using stationary collars we potentially could have developed corrections for each habitat class (Frair et al. 2004), but even the behaviour of individual animals has been shown to influence fix rates (D’Eon 2003, Graves and Waller 2006). Nonetheless, because we used the same data, our comparisons of individual and global models and between RSF models and selection ratios per se would not be affected by fix acquisition biases.

Unless habitats are categorized into very broad types and all habitats are used extensively by all individuals, issues of complete, or near-complete separation will continue
to pose statistical problems when analyzing resource selection data. When using RSF models, researchers should be explicit about which habitat classes (or levels of any categorical variables) are dropped during analyses so that this information (i.e., total avoidance of specific attributes) is made known in addition to model results. If we had not set out to examine individual variation in selection by moose, we would not have realized that inference about habitat selection was based on very few individuals for several habitat classes in different seasons. Therefore, we believe that caution must be taken when pooling individuals (in addition to stated statistical limitations) not only because of the potential loss of important individual variation, but also because all animals probably do not exhibit the average responses predicted by global models. Researchers with access to long-term data sets with numerous individuals and a high frequency of sampling in heterogeneous environments should attempt to define whether incorporating more individuals in a global model can ever encompass the range of individual strategies for a given population, or whether knowledge of the different selection strategies within a population is more important to effective management of habitats.
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